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NS by Noof’s Fall/Winter 2020/21 collection draws inspiration from the 
1920’s with a modern take on the 21st century by introducing exquisite 

new hand-made silhouettes that epitomizes a new era of elegance.

Paying homage to the rich history of architecture, this collection 
features new structures of classic Art Deco design with a modern 

twist and classic architectural pieces evoking a sense of captivating 
femininity with timeless splendour.

Each meticulously hand-crafted clutch is conceived as a sculpture 
and constructed as a wearable piece of art to create a new couture 
silhouette that combines the artistry of the East with the mastery of 

the West - vintage excellence with modern expertise.

Formed with superior quality materials of exotic alligator, lambskin 
and Italian leathers, and encased in 18k gold and platinum plated 
solid brass frames by skilled goldsmiths, each piece is embellished 

with a kaleidoscopic of semi-precious gemstones which boosts energy 
and augments wellbeing.

The Fall/Winter 2020/21 collection radiates sophistication and timeless 
elegance signifying the richness of NS by Noof’s designs.
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DAISY
Inspired by the 1920’s, Daisy is a clutch with Art Deco lines made from 

18k gold and platinum plated brass and a smooth Napa leather 
interior.  The bezel mounted closure features two semi-precious stones 

and a detachable 18k plated brass link chain.

COLORS AVAILABLE

Black Navy Green Blush

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass



MARIYANNA

COLORS AVAILABLE

Black Navy Maroon Beige

02

Versatile and practical, Mariyanna is a smooth leather clutch with 
a front flap decorated with a platinum emblem embellished with a 
large semi-precious stone and Swarovski crystals. Large in size this 

clutch is perfect to stowaway more than just your go-to items.

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass
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CROCO
Minimal in design yet maximal in quality.  This rounded handheld 

clutch is made of Grade A crocodile leather exterior and smooth Napa 
leather interior, the hardware is 18k gold or platinum plated brass and 
the bezel mounted closure features a rare semi-precious stone for the 

perfect look.

White Coral

Matt Grade A Leather:

COLORS AVAILABLE

Red Orange Blue Brown

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass

Shiny Grade A Leather:



LOLI
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The epitome of glitz and glamour Loli is a diamond shaped 
minaudière framed in 18k gold or platinum plated brass, sides 

come in a variety of leather or clear perplex. The mini detachable 
wrist chain with a semi-precious tumbled stone makes it easy to 

carry to events.

COLORS AVAILABLE

Black Transparent

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass
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MINI ZAIN
This petite rendition of the iconic ‘Zain’ envelope bag pays homage to 
the late Karl Lagerfeld.  The luxurious python exterior is embellished 

with an opulent gemstone in an 18k gold plated frame.
Perfect to stowaway your essentials, it comes with a 120cm chain and 
can be worn as a belt bag, cross body or detached to be a hand held 

mini bag making it the ideal accessory. 

COLORS AVAILABLE

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass

Natural
Python

White
Python

Red
Python

Turquoise
Python

Black
Python



JAZI

COLORS AVAILABLE
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Introducing Jazi, the exotic python clutch featuring a front hand 
strap decorated with a platinum plated design and fitted with a semi 

precious stone for well being.
Whether you are in the board room or ball room, Jazi roomy leather 

interior can fit all your essentials.

Natural
Python

White
Python

Red
Python

Turquoise
Python

Black
Python
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LAYLA
Introducing our new season’s favorite, the Layla clutch bag.  Executed 

with meticulous attention to detail and flawless craftsmanship, 
this genuine leather clutch is rimmed with light-reflecting 

embellishments, features a gemstone embellished pushlock closure 
and an 18k plated brass detachable/hideaway link chain for versatile 

styling options.  

COLORS AVAILABLE

White Maroon Green Python
Gold

Python
Silver



SHAIKHA
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A collector’s edition, this exquisitely crafted, octagonal hard-leather 
clutch is accented with a distinctive, detailed 18k plated brass frame 
casing which has become the house’s signature style. The swivel-lock 
clasp on top is embellished with a rare antique hand-cut gemstone, 

and opens to a lambskin interior and a detachable, hideaway 18k 
plated brass link chain. 

White Black Grey Navy

Purple Green Blush

COLORS AVAILABLE

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass
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CANDY
Small and sweet, Candy is a versatile belt bag, made from Crocodile 

embossed leather and comes in a variety of fun colors.  It features 
a brass framed stone on the front flap closure and comes with a 

detachable brass link chain. 

COLORS AVAILABLE

Black Grey Navy Brown

Red Green Kaki Pink

Maroon

Beige



ZAIN

COLORS AVAILABLE
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This iconic envelope handbag is made from ‘Grade A’ French polished 
crocodile leather. It features a magnetic fold-over envelope front 

flap, embellished with a luxurious 18k platinum plated silver framed 
gemstone. This roomy, versatile clutch can be worn over the shoulder 

with a detachable 18k platinum-plated brass chain, or with a short 
foldaway crocodile leather strap.  

GreenMaroon Mustard Powder 
Pink
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SAFA
Clarity and purity are at the heart of the Safa design. This transparent 

perplex clutch is framed in an unpolished raw brass with sacred 
geometry designs. The flap over closure is crowned with a semi 

precious gemstone. It comes in 18k gold or platinum plating.

COLORS AVAILABLE

Gold Silver



SHOUG
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Inspired by abstract architectural motifs, the Shoug octagonal hard-
shell leather minaudière is encased in an intricate 18k plated brass 
panelling. It features an 18k plated brass link tassel, and 18k plated 

brass detachable/hideaway shoulder chain and is accentuated with 
a stand-out clasp encrusted with two semi precious stones. 

COLORS AVAILABLE

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass

White Black Navy Purple

Mustard Blush
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GRACE
Chic minimalism, the Grace bag is the latest addition to the 

collection. The classic rectangle shape is made of supple calfskin, and 
features a magnetic fold-over flap revealing two separate external 
compartments. It can be carried by a leather top handle strap and 
can be opened by a swivel-lock clasp embellished with a rare hand-

cut gemstone. This crisp and structured everyday bag is can be 
carried seamlessly from day to night.

COLORS AVAILABLE

Black Maroon Green Kaki Beige

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass



HALA

COLORS AVAILABLE

Black Navy Maroon Grey Blue Mustard Coral

Natural
Python

Brown
Python

Pink
Python

Green
Python

Grey
Python

Black
Python
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Functional and stylish in design the Hala is the perfect everyday 
bag. Made from supple calfskin, it features a magnetic fold-over flap 

revealing two separate external compartments which includes an 
additional outside slit pocket on the reverse side. This style comes with 

an 18k plated brass detachable link chain and a leather top handle 
strap. For additional styling the bag is accessorised with the signature 

18k plated brass tassel with a hand-cut, semi-precious gemstone. 
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MIMI
Mimi octagonal shaped clutch features a hard-shell casing covered 
in leather with an 18k plated brass frame, and a raised central panel 
of Perspex. The interior is leather-lined lambskin and its an 18k plated 

brass tassel with a semi precious stone. It can be carried with a 
leather wrist strap or as a hand-carry clutch.

COLORS AVAILABLE

White Black Grey Navy

Purple Blush

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass



KARMA
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This compact, yet stunning, cross-body features suede leather interior 
encased in an 18k plated brass frame with a hideaway 18k plated 

brass link chain. The bag includes a convenient Python leather flap 
enclosure, and the brand’s signature 18k plated thick brass tassel 

accented with a hand-cut, semi-precious gemstone.

White Black Grey Purple

Mustard Maroon Pink Beige

COLORS AVAILABLE

All colors are available in gold and 
silver brass
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Website: www.nsbynoof.com

info@nsbynoof.com

+973 3674 6664

Instagram: @nsbynoof

Facebook: NS by Noof

Twitter: @nsbynoof

*Other leather color requests are available 
for pre-ordered bags.

info@217pr.com
+973 36 533 533

eman@217pr.com
+973 36 533 533

CONTACT US

Wholesales inquiries

PR inquiries


